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Abstract 
Improving the gravity field recovery in terms of error levels and more isotropic noise distribution 
by adding cross-track and radial information to the satellite observables has been investigated 
through a number of studies by a variety of satellite constellations, i.e. satellite pairs that orbit the 
Earth in alternative configurations than the current GRACE (Gravity Recovery And Climate Expe- 
riment) gravity mission. This contribution gives for the first time a comparative study considering 
the recovery of the global gravity field from three constellations flying in satellite pairs in differ- 
ent directions (i.e. along-track, cross-track and radial). The three constellations include: 1) Four- 
satellite Bender configuration (flying in two pairs) of type along-track observations, 2) Three-sa- 
tellite GRAPEN (combined GRACE with Pendulum formations) configuration of type cross-along- 
track observations, 3) Four-satellite Cartwheel configuration (flying in two pairs) of type radial- 
along-track observations. Additionally, a GRACE mission scenario is added as a reference “com-
parative” mission. The orbits of all satellites are considered to fly with drag-free system, however, 
realistic white noise has been added to the simulated observations to mimic the error associated 
with the drag-free measurement. The results are analyzed in the spectral wavelength spectrum of 
the gravity field up to a spherical harmonics degree of n = 100 and are plotted spatially on earth 
maps. The results show that the Three-satellite GRAPEN constellation provides, besides its low 
economically launches, an improved gravity field solution with respect to the Four-satellite Bend-
er and the Four-satellite Cartwheel constellations. 
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1. Introduction 
Various studies have been published in the last years concerning the concepts for future gravity field satellite 
missions that will be flying beyond the era of the successful GRACE mission, e.g. by [1]-[8]. In addition, three 
recent studies have studied the capability of single and multiple inline formation mission scenarios with identical 
and difference. Two of these studies were funded by ESA (European Space Agency) [9] [10], and one was 
funded by the BMBF (German Federal Ministry of Education and Research) and the DFG (German Research 
Foundation) [11]. All these studies have had a common conclusion that the additional information expected 
from future alternative configuration, different from the GRACE mission, will definitely provide a significant 
improvement in accuracy and sensitivity of the earth’s gravity field. A most recent study by [8] has concluded 
that the Bender configuration [2], consisting of one polar satellite pair coupled with another inclined pair of type 
along-track observations, and the pendulum satellite formation of type cross-track observations are possible op-
tions to the next generation gravity missions. However, the former “Bender” type is preferred if the budget al-
lows for the launch of two satellite pairs, whereas if the budget allows only for the launch of one pair, then the 
latter pendulum is proposed. However, the accuracy of the one pendulum satellite pair is relatively worse with 
respect to (w.r.t.) the accuracy gained from the Bender configuration. 

In this contribution, we compare for the first time between three multi-satellite configurations: the Four-satel- 
lite Bender constellation, which was firstly suggested by [2], the Three-Satellite GRAPEN (combined GRACE 
with PENDULUM formation flights) constellation, which was firstly suggested by [12] (cf. GRACE-Pendulum) 
and the Four-satellite Cartwheel (Cartwheel-4S in the following, oriented east-west cartwheel coupled with 
oriented north-south cartwheel). The idea of the Cartwheel formation was firstly proposed by [13], while the 
oriented north-south cartwheel has been suggested by [14]. We have to mention that these satellite constellations 
have been investigated for the gravity field recovery (see e.g. [15] for the Bender, [1] and [4] for the two and 
four Cartwheel, respectively, and [6] and [12] for the GRAPEN). They have found that an improved solution in 
the gravity field analysis is expected from these mission configurations. 

In the following, we briefly introduce the considered three configuration options along with their orbital cha- 
racteristics (Section 2). The methodology of the full-scale simulation is described in Section 3. Gravity field re- 
sults are discussed in Section 4. Finally, a general conclusion is outlined in Section 5. 

2. Configuration Options 
At first, the orbital altitude for all satellite orbits is set up at 400 km (i.e. the orbits have an identical semi-major 
axis) in order to fairly compare between the gravity field solutions. A semi-polar inclination of 89.5˚ has been 
selected for all orbits as same as the real GRACE mission, whereas an inclination of 63˚ has been selected for 
the second Bender “inclined” satellite pair. The eccentricity has been selected to be 0.003688 for all orbits. The 
reason for selecting this eccentricity is due to that the inter-satellite distance in case of the Cartwheel condition 
is governed by the relation given by [3] as ρmin = 2ae or ρmax = 4ae, where ρmin and ρmax are the minimum and 
maximum inter-satellite distances of the Cartwheel formation, respectively. An average satellite distance of 100 
km has been selected for all baselines of the satellite configurations, whereas the inter-satellite distances for both 
satellite pairs of the Cartwheel configuration, due to the above selected eccentricity, range between 50 km and 
100 km. 

Compared to the simple GRACE leader follower formation (Figure 1(a)), the Bender configuration (Figure 
1(b)) is composed of double “polar (here 89.5˚) and inclined (63˚)” collinear satellite pairs [2]. The Bender con- 
figuration is characterized by that a sufficient spatial sampling will be achieved at low latitudes due to the dense 
satellite tracks of the second “inclined” satellites pair (63˚). Additionally, an East-West information will be add- 
ed to the observables because of the second inclined satellite pair. This would increase the isotropy of gravity 
field solution, and hence, should reduce the longitudinal striping pattern as well as aliasing errors that are ap- 
peared in the GRACE gravity solutions (see e.g. [5] [8] [16]).  

When we add another satellite with different angles of the right ascension of ascending nodes (RAAN) to the 
GRACE twin-satellites, the so-called GRAPEN is formed (we refer here to [6] for more details). The maximum 
cross-track sensitivity of the GRAPEN configuration takes place at the equator, where the distance is greatest 
(between GRAPEN A and GRAPEN C satellites, see Figure 1(d)). At the poles, a minimum distance between 
GRAPEN A and GRAPEN C takes place yielding minimum along-track sensitivity, but the sensitivity would be 
already supported by the maximum along-track distance between GRAPEN A and GRAPEN B. It has been  
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Figure 1. Multi-satellite constellations; (b) Bender, (c) Cartwheel-4S and (d) GRAPEN, compared 
with (a) the GRACE simple formation.                                                    

 
suggested by [6] and [8] that the cross-track angle between the pendulum satellites should be selected not large 
to avoid the high relative velocity between both cross-track satellites. Therefore, a RAAN angle of about 0.405˚ 
has been selected for the GRAPEN C satellite to maintain the velocity within ±10 m/s relative to the GRAPEN 
A satellite. Additionally, a different mean anomaly (∆M = 0.81˚) is set up between GRAPEN A and GRAPEN B 
as well as GRAPEN A and GRAPEN C satellites to perform the along-track distance between the satellites. 

Regarding to the Cartwheel formation (Figure 1(c)), the both satellite pairs perform a 2:1 relative elliptical 
motion. This means that the length of the semi-major axis is twice the length of the semi-minor one about their 
joint center of mass. The inter-satellite range of the along-track direction is twice of the radial one. The 
Cartwheel-4S (here referred to as Cart A, Cart B, Cart C and Cart D) configuration is performed by setting all 
orbit parameters identical except for the argument of perigee (ω) and the mean anomaly (M) by 180˚ in a way 
that ωA= 0˚, MA= 90˚ and ωB= −180˚, MB= −90˚, whereas ωC= 270˚, MC= 90˚ and ωD= 90˚, MD= −90˚, where 
subscript symbols A, B, C and D stand for Cart A, Cart B, Cart C and Cart D satellites (Figure 1(c)). The ad- 
vantage of this configuration is that both along-track and radial components are taking place at both equators 
and poles. The along-tack component takes place at equators via satellites Cart C and D and at poles via Cart A 
and Cart B, whereas the radial component takes place at equator via satellites Cart A and B and at poles via Cart 
C and Cart D.  

The selected inter-satellite distance between Cart A and Cart B and between Cart C and Cart D is set as 50 km 
for the minimum distance (i.e. in the radial direction) and as 100 km for the maximum distance (i.e. in the 
along-track direction). However, one should mention here that the relative velocities between the Cartwheel sa- 
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tellites are ranging between ± 50 m/s, which make the mission technically challenging. 

3. Methodology 
Full-scale numerical simulations of the investigated satellite constellations were performed via two main steps; 
integration step and gravity analysis step. In the integration step, simulated satellite orbits of each satellite for- 
mation were integrated over a time span of one month. Measurement noise was added to the error-free observa- 
tions by using a random Gaussian noise generator with standard deviation equal to 1 µm/s in range-rate for 
GRACE and 50 nm/s for the other three configurations. We have to mention that the investigated configurations 
have been considered within this paper as drag-free missions, which don’t carry accelerometer data; however, 
simulated accelerometer noise has been created of level 1 × 10−10 m/s2 assuming that this noise level is the error 
associated with the drag-free measurement.  

In the gravity analysis step, we used the satellite observations (obtained from the first step) of the three con- 
figurations besides the GRACE scenario to estimate the gravity field parameters, We consider in this study the 
so-called “static scenario”, where satellite noisy measurements were set up and used in the observation equa-
tions to produce the gravity field parameters in terms of spherical harmonics up to degree/order 100/100. The 
numerical simulation procedure applied in this paper is identical to that described by [6], where the majority of 
the details are illustrated using the GROOPS software [17] developed in the Institute of Geodesy and Geoinfor-
mation of the Bonn University. 

4. Results and Discussion 
In the following, the gravity field solutions determined from the investigated satellite configurations are dis- 
cussed. In the spectral domain, the results are shown in terms of the difference degree variances of geoid heights 
that have been often used to quantify the powers of signal and error in the gravity field estimates at various spa- 
tial wavelengths. In the spatial domain, the results are plotted as geoid error maps. 

Figure 2 (solid curves) gives the difference degree variance of geoid heights between the estimated spherical 
coefficients and the reference ones (from the reference model ITGGRACE03s [18]) as well as in terms of cumu- 
lative geoid errors (see Figure 2, dashed curves). Additionally, Figure 3 represents the results in terms of geoid 
errors on Earth’s maps. As seen from Figure 2 that the investigated three constellations perform superior to the 
GRACE solution which confirm the findings of the previous studies (see Section 1). The GRAPEN configura- 
tion apparently provides the overall best solution with root mean square geoid error (RMS) of 0.597 mm as giv- 
en in Table 1. This is approximately more than a full order of magnitude, in the spectral domain (Figure 2), 
better compared to the GRACE result of RMS 14.03 mm. The Bender and Cartwheel-4S solutions have RMS of 
0.714 and 0.699 mm, respectively, outperforming the GRACE solution by a factor of two. 
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Figure 2. Gravity field solutions in terms of difference degree variance (solid curves) 
and cumulative geoid errors (dashed curves).                                     
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Figure 3. Gravity field solutions in terms of geoid errors as determined from (a) GRACE, (b) Bender, (c) Cartwheel-4S 
and (d) GRAPEN constellations.                                                                        

 
Table 1. Geoid statistical values (RMS, minimum and maximum) of 
the different gravity solutions as determined by the investigated con- 
stellations up to SH degree n= 100.                             

Geoid 
values [mm] 

Constellation 
 

Gravity recovery 

RMS Avg. Min. Max. 

GRACE 14.03 11.08 −57.4 63.4 

Bender 0.714 0.559 −3.47 3.84 

Cartwheel-4S 0.699 0.551 −3.53 3.33 

GRAPEN 0.597 0.465 −3.15 2.87 

 
The gravity field solutions of the three configurations, except the GRACE, provide isotropic geoid errors as 

one can see in Figure 3. Taking into account that the Cartwheel-4S configuration consists of four satellites with 
large relative velocity (Section 2) which makes the mission technically challenging, one can consider the Bender 
and GRAPEN configurations as the feasible missions providing the best overall solutions. However, the Bender 
configurations may definitely need two launchers to carry the two satellite pairs in two different inclinations, 
whereas, the GRAPEN configuration may require only one launcher, since its three satellites have no change in 
orbital inclination, and hence, would be of a low cost w.r.t. the Bender configuration. Therefore, it would be 
preferred to further the investigation towards the recovery of gravity field from the GRAPEN as a feasible future 
mission. 

5. Conclusions 
In this study, a comparison between the recovered solutions determined by three different satellite constellations; 
the Bender, Cartwheel-4S and GRAPEN has been done. We confirm the findings of previous studies that 
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changing the spatial sampling (with keeping the temporal sampling as identical as real GRACE mission) via 
these configurations could enhance the gravity field recovery and could reduce the striping pattern associated 
with the GRACE solutions.  

Regarding to the Cartwheel-4S, the mission seems technically challenging because of its high relative velocity 
between Cart A and Cart B and between Cart C and Cart D which exceeds the velocities recommended by the 
previous studies, and hence, this mission seems difficult to be applied for the gravity field. However, the 
Cartwheel-4S solution provides a better gravity field solution w.r.t. the Bender configuration.  

We can conclude that the Three-satellite GRAPEN configuration provides the overall best performance w.r.t. 
the Four-satellite Bender and the Four-satellite Cartwheel configurations. Moreover, the GRAPEN would need 
only one launcher to carry the Three-satellites with the same inclination which seems economic from the budget 
point of view w.r.t the Bender and the Cartwheel-4S, which definitely require two launchers to carry the two sa-
tellite pairs in two different inclinations. 

Therefore, it would be preferred to do further investigations towards the recovery of gravity field from the 
GRAPEN as a feasible future mission considering in details the technical and systematic issues. 
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